METHOD OF MAKING REPLICA AND COMPOSITIONS FOR USE THEREWITH

Compositions and methods for replication are described. A method includes: providing a first submaster (10) having a first topography; providing a carrier (35) having a first side and a second side; coating the first side with a first resin (30) having a first viscosity; pressing the first topography against the first resin (30); replicating the first topography in the first resin (30) as a first replica surface; increasing the first viscosity; releasing the first replica surface from the first topography; providing a second submaster having a second topography; coating the second side with a second resin having a second viscosity; pressing the second topography against the second resin; replicating the second topography in the second resin as a second replica surface; increasing the second viscosity; and releasing the second replica surface from the second topography. The compositions and methods provide advantages in that surface topography is replicated with enhanced overall cost effectiveness.
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METHOD OF MAKING REPLICA 
AND COMPOSITIONS FOR USE THEREWITH 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates in general to the field of making laminated components. More particularly, the present invention relates to a method of making laminated optical components having embedded optical elements. Specifically, a preferred embodiment of the present invention relates to a method of making the collimating backlight of a liquid crystal display system by replicating a plurality of optical elements in a layer of material and then laminating the replication side of the layer to a substrate with an index of refraction matching material, thereby embedding the optical elements within the collimating backlight. The present invention thus relates to a method of making optical components of the type that can be termed lamination embedding. 

2. Discussion of the Related Art 

Within this application several publications are referenced by arabic numerals within parentheses. Full citations for these, and other, publications may be found at the end of the specification immediately preceding the claims. The disclosures of all these publications in their entireties are hereby expressly incorporated by reference into the present application for the purposes of indicating the background of the present invention and illustrating the state of the art. 

Historically, it was known in the prior art to replicate structural features in various polymeric materials. As is known to those skilled in the art, a master topography can be machined into a material, such as, for example aluminum or copper. Replicas can then be made from the master by pressing the master topography into a polymeric material. In the past, this replication process has been inefficient because the replicas were made individually. Thus, a previously recognized problem has been that large amounts of time are consumed in making a large number of replicas, resulting in a high per unit cost which did not decrease as the number of replicas made increased.
Needless to say, it is desirable to provide a method of mass producing replicas with higher efficiency. However, merely enhancing the efficiency of the replication step without considering any attendant increase in overall costs is not an adequate solution because the way in which the replication step is improved may involve more time, expense and/or energy than is saved due to improvements in the replication step.

For example, one unsatisfactory previous approach involves machining the master topography into an outer surface of a cylindrical unitary metal drum. The use of such a unitary metal drum might permit the replicas to be made continuously, thereby enhancing efficiency and quality. However, a disadvantage of this previously recognized approach is that such a metal drum is a single purpose tool. When there is no longer any demand for a particular replica, the metal drum cannot be adapted for another use because the master topography is an integral part of the drum itself.

Moreover, this previously recognized solution also has the significant disadvantage of high initial cost. The cost of machining the metal drum can easily be more than the savings incurred from the use of a continuous replication step, especially where a moderate number of replicas will be made, or where the replication features to be machined into the surface of the drum are numerous and/or very small. From a business point of view, the decision of whether or not to invest in such a unitary metal drum can be problematic where the individual orders in-hand for a particular type of replica do not justify the cost of machining a unitary metal drum. Therefore, what is needed is a method that replicates a surface topography with enhanced overall cost effectiveness, where the number of replicas to be made is, at best, uncertain.

The manufacture and sale of replicas is a competitive business. A preferred solution will be seen by the end-user as being cost effective. A solution is cost effective when it is seen by the end-user as compelling when compared with other potential uses that the end-user could make of limited resources.

Liquid crystal displays of the type hereunder consideration, sometimes called LCDs, are well-known to those skilled in the art. An LCD can be illuminated from the back so that the LCD can be viewed under conditions of low
ambient lighting. For example, a backlight that includes one or more fluorescent light bulbs can be located behind the LCD.

A previously recognized problem has been that the light from the backlight must be polarized in order for the LCD to function properly. One approach, in an attempt to solve this polarization problem, involves providing a polarizing sheet between the backlight and the LCD. However, a major disadvantage of this approach is that a large amount of the available light from the backlight is not transmitted through the polarizing sheet, thereby resulting in decreased brightness.

To address the decreased brightness disadvantage discussed above, one approach has been to provide a plurality of optical elements in the bottom surface of the backlight. The purpose of these optical elements is to condition the light from the backlight before it reaches the polarizing sheet. By providing these optical elements, less power is lost when the collimated light passes through the polarizing sheet and the brightness of the LCD is enhanced.

However, this approach has the significant disadvantage of relatively high cost. Specifically, the cost of providing the optical elements on the bottom surface of the backlight is too high. For example, injection molding such a backlight requires expensive tooling and several minutes of production time for each molding. Further, the cost of tooling is even higher where a large number of optical elements are to be formed on each backlight or where the size of each of the optical elements is small. Therefore, what is also needed is a method of mass producing optical elements in an LCD backlight with enhanced overall cost effectiveness. Heretofore the above-discussed requirements have not been fully met.

The below-referenced U.S. patents disclose embodiments that were at least in-part satisfactory for the purposes for which they were intended. The disclosures of all the below-referenced prior United States patents in their entireties are hereby expressly incorporated by reference into the present application for purposes including, but not limited to, indicating the background of the present invention and illustrating the state of the art.


SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

By way of summary, an effect of the present invention is to make the collimating backlight of a liquid crystal display system by replicating a plurality of optical elements in a layer of material and then laminating the replication side of the layer of material to a substrate with an index of refraction matching material, thereby embedding the optical elements within the collimating backlight. The replication side can be coated with a reflective layer before lamination.

A primary object of the invention is to provide an apparatus for producing replicas of a surface topography with enhanced overall cost effectiveness. It is another object of the invention is to provide an apparatus that is rugged and reliable, thereby decreasing down time and operating costs. It is yet another object of the invention is to provide an apparatus that has one or more of the characteristics discussed above but which is relatively simple to operate using a minimum of equipment and relatively simple to setup and operate using relatively low skilled workers.

In accordance with a first aspect of the invention, these objects are achieved by providing an apparatus comprising: a carrier sheet; a source of a resin; a coater for coating said carrier sheet with said resin; and a drum for replicating a topography in said resin. In one embodiment, said drum includes a plurality of submasters, each of said plurality of submaster having said topography.

Another object of the invention is to provide a method of producing replicas of optical elements that are to be embedded in an optical component. It is another object of the invention to provide a method that is predictable and reproducible, thereby decreasing variance and operating costs. It is yet another object of the invention to provide a method that has one or more of the characteristics discussed above but which is relatively simple to practice using relatively low skilled workers.
In accordance with a second aspect of the invention, these objects are achieved by providing a method comprising: providing a master surface topography with a plurality of optical elements; providing a plurality of submaster blanks, each of said plurality of submaster blanks having a) a first submaster surface and b) a second submaster surface; pressing said master surface topography against said first submaster surface of each of said plurality of submaster blanks; replicating said master surface topography in said first submaster surface of each of said plurality of submaster blanks as a submaster surface topography; providing a drum with an external surface; connecting said second submaster surface of each of said plurality of said submaster blanks to said external surface of said drum; providing a resin layer having a) a viscosity, b) a first resin surface and c) a second resin surface; 1) pressing said first submaster surface of one of said plurality of submaster blanks against said first resin surface; 2) replicating said submaster surface topography of said one of said plurality of submaster blanks in said first resin surface of said resin layer as a replica surface topography, said replica surface topography including replicas of said plurality of optical elements; 3) releasing said first submaster surface of said one of said plurality of submaster blanks from said first resin surface; increasing said viscosity of said resin layer; cutting said resin layer to form an optical element layer that includes said replica surface topography; coating said replica surface topography with a layer; providing a substrate having a substrate refractive index; and connecting said layer to said substrate with an index matching material having a matching refractive index that is substantially equal to said substrate refractive index. One embodiment of the invention further comprises repeating continuously steps 1), 2) and 3).

These, and other, aspects and objects of the present invention will be better appreciated and understood when considered in conjunction with the following description and the accompanying drawings. It should be understood, however, that the following description, while indicating preferred embodiments of the present invention, is given by way of illustration and not of limitation. Many changes and modifications may be made within the scope of the present invention.
without departing from the spirit thereof, and the invention includes all such modifications.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A clear conception of the advantages and features constituting the present invention, and of the construction and operation of typical mechanisms provided with the present invention, will become more readily apparent by referring to the exemplary, and therefore nonlimiting, embodiments illustrated in the drawings accompanying and forming a part of this specification, wherein like reference numerals designate the same elements in the several views, and in which:

FIGS. 1A-1F illustrate a schematic sequence of method steps according to the present invention;

FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic elevational view of an apparatus for carrying out a method according to the present invention;

FIG. 3 illustrates a schematic elevation view of a first embodiment of a drum according to the present invention;

FIG. 4 illustrates a schematic elevation view of a second embodiment of a drum according to the present invention;

FIGS. 5A-5H illustrate a schematic sequence of steps for a method of replication according to the present invention;

FIG. 6 illustrates a schematic elevation view of an apparatus for carrying out another method of replication according to the present invention; and

FIG. 7 illustrates a schematic elevation view of an apparatus for carrying out a yet another method of replication according to the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The present invention and the various features and advantageous details thereof are explained more fully with reference to the nonlimiting embodiments described in detail in the following description.

1. System Overview

The above-mentioned requirements are mutually contradicting and cannot be satisfied simultaneously in the case of a machined cylindrical unitary metal drum. However, it is rendered possible to simultaneously satisfy these
requirements to a certain extent by employing a drum that includes a plurality of submasters in consideration of the fact that the submasters can themselves be replicas.

2. Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiments

Referring to the drawings, especially FIGS. 2-4, it can be seen that a surface topography can be replicated on a continuous basis using a drum that includes a plurality of submasters. Pursuant to the present invention, complex surface topographies that include a large number of very small features can be efficiently replicated and then embedded within an optical element.

Referring to FIG. 1A, submaster 10 includes a surface topography that defines a plurality of optical elements 20. Although submaster 10 can be metal, or an electrodeless plated replication, submaster 10 does not need to include any metal and can be made of any material that is capable of holding and transferring the surface topography, such as, for example, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), polycarbonate, mylar or polyurethane. In the case where the submaster 10 will be used for compression molding, it should be metal. In the case where it will be used for replication, the submaster 10 should be UV cured plastic.

To fabricate such a metal submaster, the first step can be to replicate a copper master in polycarbonate. Then a layer of aluminum can be deposited on the polycarbonate. Then a layer of nickel can be electrodelessly deposited on the layer of aluminum. To remove the resulting submaster from the polycarbonate one can use solvent, or advantageously, heat the coated layers together with the polycarbonate and then physically pull the plastic and metal apart.

Resin layer 30 is located near but not initially touching submaster 10.

Resin layer 30 can be any material capable of being impressed with the surface topography, and, with or without subsequent processing, holding the surface topography. For example, in an extrusion replication process, resin layer 30 can be a polycarbonate thermoplastic that is coated on carrier 35 as a continuous film. Carrier 35 can be a film of polyester or polycarbonate and can be any thickness.

Resin layer 30 can be chilled after the surface topography is transferred to increase the viscosity of resin layer 30. Alternatively, in a printing replication process, resin layer 30 can include an acrylated aliphatic urethane blend coated on carrier
35 as a continuous film and then cured by exposure to ultraviolet radiation after the surface topography is transferred and before the submaster 10 is removed from resin layer 30.

It should be noted that the surface topography is represented in FIG. 1A as a periodic series of isosceles triangular prisms for improved clarity. Although the preferred embodiment shown in FIG. 1A includes the periodic series of isosceles triangular prisms, it is within the level of ordinary skill in the art after having knowledge of the invention disclosed herein to substitute any other type of surface topography. The depth of the surface topography can be any depth that can be stabilized in the resin layer, preferably from approximately 0.2\(\mu\)m to approximately 200\(\mu\)m, more preferably from approximately 1\(\mu\)m to approximately 100\(\mu\)m. The aspect ratio of individual features that optionally compose an optical element can be any aspect ratio that can be stabilized in the resin layer. The width ratio of adjacent individual features can be any width ratio that can be stabilized in the resin layer, preferably at least approximately 2. The width of the individual optical elements can be any width that can be stabilized in the resin layer, preferably at least approximately 0.1\(\mu\)m, more preferably at least approximately 10\(\mu\)m. The width of any bottom plateau that optionally composes an optical element can be any width that can be stabilized in the resin layer, preferably at least approximately 0.1\(\mu\)m, more preferably at least approximately 10\(\mu\)m.

While the individual features shown in FIG. 1A are the flat sides of isosceles prisms, the individual features can be curved. For example, the individual features can be convex with respect to the resin layer 30, thereby creating a concave replica feature.

Referring now to FIG. 1B, the next step in the sequence of procedures is to contact resin layer 30 with submaster 10. When submaster 10 is in full contact with resin layer 30, the plurality of optical elements 20 is expressed in resin 30 as a replica. Submaster 10 should be in contact with resin 30 for a period of time sufficient to transfer the surface topography. Assuming that resin layer 30 includes a thermoplastic, it can be advantageous to cool resin layer 30 while it is in contact with submaster 10 to stabilize the surface topography. Similarly, assuming that resin layer 30 includes an ultraviolet curing polymer, it can be
advantageous to expose resin layer 30 to UV radiation while it is in contact with submaster 10 to stabilize the surface topography.

Referring now to FIG. 1C, the next step in the sequence of procedures is to separate submaster 10 from resin layer 30 so as to obtain the release of the submaster surface topography from the replicated surface topography. After the release, resin layer 30 can be cooled and/or cured to stabilize the surface topography.

Referring now to FIG. 1D, the next step in the sequence of procedures is to coat the replica surface topography. Coating 40 can be a reflective, or merely refractive, coating. If coating 40 is a reflective coating, then it is preferred that coating 40 comprise at least one element selected from the group consisting of aluminum and silver. However, the reflective coating material can contain any components so long as the coating as a whole retains its reflective character. Coating 40 can be a chemical vapor deposited thin film or a sputtered thin film.

Referring now to FIG. 1E, the next step in the sequence of procedures is to deposit an index matching fluid 50 on top of coating 40. Index matching fluid 50 can be any material that is at least partially transmissive. For example, index matching fluid 50 can be an acrylic based epoxy for the purpose of providing clarity. Index matching fluid 50 can be a mixture of two or more components. It is preferred that the index matching fluid 50 be a UV curable fluid.

Referring now to FIG. 1F, the next step in the sequence of procedures is to contact index matching fluid 50 with substrate 60. Index matching fluid 50 is thereby sandwiched between substrate 60 and coating 40. It is preferred that if index matching fluid 50 is a UV curable composition, then the curing be delayed until after substrate 60 is in contact with index matching fluid 50. Alternatively, the index matching fluid 50 can be coated on substrate 60. In this alternative embodiment, the index matching fluid would then be contacted with coating 40. The elements shown in FIGS. 1A-1F are not necessarily drawn to scale.

It can be seen from FIG. 1F that the effect of the invention is to replicate and embed a surface topography in an optical element. FIG. 1F demonstrates substantially improved results that are unexpected. Specifically, the result of
transferring, coating and embedding demonstrates the unexpected advantageous result that when a surface topography is replicated and then coated with a reflective coating, a reflective topography can be accurately and precisely geometrically located with respect to the balance of an optical component or device, (i.e., substrate 60). Further, by embedding the coating, the reflective surface is unexpectedly advantageously efficiently optically coupled to the balance of the optical component or device. Furthermore, by embedding the coating, the reflective surface is protected. Therefore, this inventive choice of design provides energetic and economic efficiencies.

Referring now to FIG. 2, an apparatus for carrying out the method of the presently claimed invention is depicted. Supply of carrier 70 can be a large roll of sheet material. Carrier 80 is drawn from supply of carrier 70. Carrier 80 can be any suitable substrate that is capable of providing a sufficient backing for the replication process. For example, carrier 80 can be polyester, polycarbonate, polyvinylchloride, or even paper.

Coater 90 can be located near and above carrier 80. Coater 90 deposits a coating 100 on carrier 80. Coater 90 can be a tape casting unit with a doctor blade or any other device capable of depositing a suitable layer of coating 100. Coating 100 can include a thermoplastic material and/or a photopolymerizable material.

As carrier 80 is drawn downstream, coating 100 is pressed against drum 110. Drum 110 includes a surface topography that is transferred to coating 100. Drum 110 can include a heater and/or a chiller so as to transfer thermal energy to or away from carrier 80 and coating 100. Drum 110 can be transparent and include an ultraviolet light source.

If coating 100 includes a photopolymerizable material, ultraviolet light source 140 is located near drum 110 and opposite coating 100 and carrier 80. The ultraviolet light source should be capable of causing coating 100 to cure, at least partially, while coating 100 is still in contact with the surface topography of drum 110.

If coating 100 includes a thermoplastic material, heater 105 is located near drum 110 and opposite coating 100 and carrier. Heater 105 should be capable of
supplying sufficient thermal energy to coating 100 before coating 100 contacts drum 110 such that the viscosity of coating 100 is suitable for replication of the surface topography of drum 110.

As carrier 80 is drawn further downstream, coating 100 is released from, and pulled away from drum 110. The pressing processes can be described as rolling because carrier 80 carries coating 100 away from drum 110 so that coating 100 does not drag. Coating 100 and its carrier 80 emerges from drum 110 as a replicated structure 130.

Replicated structure 130 can then pass under device 141. Device 141 can be an ultraviolet light source, a chiller or analogous device depending on whether the replication process is one of UV cured printing or thermoplastic extrusion, respectively. Device 141 can be serially duplicated, or entirely omitted. As a given section of replicated structure 130 passes beneath device 141, the carrier 80 side of replicated structure 130 can simultaneously pass above device 151. Device 151 can be an ultraviolet light source, a chiller or analogous device depending on whether the replication process is one of UV cured printing or thermoplastic extrusion, respectively. The use of device 141 and/or device 151 can ensure that coating 100 is fully cured and/or improve the adhesion of coating 100 to carrier 80.

As carrier 80 is pulled further downstream, carrier 80 is run up and over traction roller 120. Although traction roller 120 is depicted in FIG. 2 as having the same diameter as drum 110, traction roller 120 can have any relative diameter. Traction roller 120 can include a heater and/or a chiller. Traction roller 120 can be transparent and include an ultraviolet light source. Although traction roller 120 is depicted in FIG. 2 as being positioned relative to drum 110 so as to pull replicated structure up and away from the centerline of drum 110, traction roller 120 can be located so as to pull the replicated structure straight up, or even up and toward the centerline of drum 110.

The post rolling processing can be continued by passing replicated structure 130 beneath device 142. Device 142 can be the same type of device as device 141 or a different type of device, such as, for example, a surface conditioner for coating 100. Device 142 can be serially duplicated, or entirely omitted. As a
given section of replicated structure 130 passes beneath device 142, the carrier 80 side of replicated structure 130 simultaneously passes above device 152. Device 152 can be the same type of device as device 151 or a different type of device, such as, for example, a delaminating structure for separating carrier 80 from coating 100. Of course, device 152 can be serially duplicated, or entirely omitted.

Replicated structure 130 then passes to subsequent processing assembly 160. Assembly 160 can include further viscosity changing devices 163. Assembly 160 can include a coating system 165 such as, for example, a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) reactor or a sputtering chamber for deposition of coating 40. Such a coating system can be a continuous differentially pumped coating system. Assembly 160 can include a dynamic shearing mechanism 167 that cuts replicated structure 130 perpendicular to its drawn axis, thereby slicing sheets of replicated structures 130. Assembly 160 can also include pick and place robots that move sheared segments of replicated structure 130 to different positions for addition of the index matching fluid 50. Assembly 160 can also include pick and place robots that join sheared segments of replicated structure 130 with substrate 60. (It should be noted that the assembly 160 is represented in FIG. 2 schematically for improved clarity.) Although the preferred embodiment shown in FIG. 2 includes the shearing mechanism, it is within the level of ordinary skill in the art after having knowledge of the invention disclosed herein to provide any type of post processing device as part of assembly 160.

Referring now to FIG. 3, a drum 210 with a plurality of submasters 220 is depicted. Drum 210 in Figure 3 is analogous to drum 110 in Figure 2. Plurality of submasters 220 can be attached to the exterior surface of drum 210 with a pressure sensitive adhesive. Drum 210 can be transparent and an ultraviolet light source can be located therein. (It should be noted that the submasters 220 represented in FIG. 3 as twelve relatively short thick strips are not drawn to scale and are depicted schematically for improved clarity.) Although the preferred embodiment shown in FIG. 3 includes twelve submasters, it is within the level of ordinary skill in the art after having knowledge of the invention disclosed herein to attach any number of submasters to the exterior surface of drum 210.
Referring now to FIG. 4, a drum 310 is shown with its surface topography provided directly on the exterior surface thereof. Drum 310 in FIG. 4 is analogous to drum 210 in FIG. 3 and drum 110 in FIG. 2. Drum 310 can be made of any transparent material, such as, for example, polymethylmethacrylate (i.e., PLEXIGLASS™). An ultraviolet light source 320 is shown located within the interior of drum 310. Ultraviolet light source 320 can be located angularly with respect to the axis of drum 310 so as to provide ultraviolet radiation to a portion or all of the exterior surface of drum 310. (It should be noted that the ultraviolet light source is represented in FIG. 4 as a schematic for improved clarity.) Although the preferred embodiment shown in FIG. 4 includes an ultraviolet light source that directs ultraviolet light toward and through the drum 310 directly after the rolling operation, along an arc of the drum beginning at approximately \( \pi \) radian and ending at approximately \( 2\pi/3 \) radian, it is within the level of ordinary skill in the art after having knowledge of the invention disclosed herein to provide any type of light source directing any type of light toward and through any portion, or all, of the drum 310.

While not being limited to any particular theory, it is believed that the replicated topography changes during the removal of the submaster from the resin. This relationship may be due to adhesion and/or surface tension on the resin. For example, replicated features of a concave nature are believed to change into features that are more nearly flat (or convex). By using an ultraviolet curing resin together with a drum that is transparent in the ultraviolet spectrum, the interior of which is equipped with an ultraviolet light source, it is believed that the topography of the resin can be stabilized before and/or shortly after the submaster topography is removed from the resin.

Such a transparent drum can have the master topography directly replicated in its exterior surface. Alternatively, such a transparent drum can include a plurality of transparent submasters.

The disclosed embodiments show a drum as the structure for performing the function of transferring the surface topography, but the structure for transferring the surface topography can be any other structure capable of
performing the function of transferring the topography, including, by way of example a continuous belt, a disc or even a torus.

Referring now to FIGS. 5A-5H, a schematic sequence of steps for forming a double sided optical component by compression molding followed by replication is shown. Referring to FIG. 5A, a compression mold 400 having a mold space 410 with a first topography 420 is provided. Referring to FIG. 5B, the mold space 410 is charged with a first resin 450 having a first viscosity. The first resin 450 can be a thermoplastic or a thermoset. Referring to FIG. 5C, pressure is applied to the first resin 450 with a pressing tool 460 so as to fill the first topography 420 with the first resin 450. Still referring to FIG. 5C, the viscosity of the first resin is then increased by the application of energy such as ultraviolet radiation, if the first resin 450 is a thermoset, or by cooling, if the first resin 450 is a thermoplastic. Referring to FIG. 5D, the first resin 450 is removed from the mold space 410. Referring to FIG 5E, a submaster 500 having a second topography 510 is provided. Referring to FIG. 5F, the first resin 450 is coated with a layer of a second resin 520 having a second viscosity and a surface 530. The second resin 520 can be the same as, or different from, the first resin 450. Referring to FIG. 5G, the second topography is pressed against the surface 530 of the second resin 520 so as to replicate the second topography 510 in the surface 530 of the second resin as a replica surface 540. Still referring to FIG. 5G, the viscosity of the second resin is then increased by the application of energy, if the second resin 520 is a thermoset, or by cooling, if the second resin 520 is a thermoplastic. Referring to FIG. 5H, the replica surface 540 is released from the second topography 510. Thus, a two sided replica can be fabricated by combining the steps shown in FIGS. 5A-5D with the steps shown in FIGS. 5E-5H.

Alternatively, the two sided replica can be fabricated with a sequential compression molding process or with a compression molding process that forms both sides at once by using a pressing tool that carries a second topography.

Referring now to FIG. 6, a schematic elevation view of an apparatus for carrying out a sequential two-sided replication is shown. A supply 600 of a carrier web 610 is provided by a roll 620. The carrier web 610 has a first side and a second side. The carrier web 610 is drawn between traction rollers 631 and
632. The top (first side) of carrier web 610 is coated with a first resin having a first viscosity by coater 640. A first submaster having a first topography is provided on the surface of drum 650. The first topography is pressed against the first resin as the carrier web 610 is drawn over drum 650, thereby replicating the first topography in the first resin as a first replica surface. The viscosity of the first resin is increased by hardener 660 while the first resin is still in contact with the first topography. Hardener 660 can be a radiation source such as an ultraviolet light, if the first resin is a thermoset, or a cooling device such as a convection chiller, if the first resin is a thermoplastic. Drum 650 can also incorporate a chiller and/or a radiation source, if drum 650 is translucent. The first replica surface is then released from the first topography. Postprocessor 670 can be an additional hardener or a surface treatment apparatus such as, for example, a metalization coater.

Still referring to FIG 6, the carrier web 610 which now bears the first replica surface is then drawn between traction rollers 681 and 682. The placement of traction rollers 681 and 682 ensures that the first resin is in contact with the first topography for a sufficient period of time for the replication to take place. The carrier web is then drawn between and rotated along its longitudinal axis by traction rollers 691 and 692. The carrier web is then drawn between and further rotated along its longitudinal axis by traction roller 702 and another traction roller (not shown). The carrier web is then drawn between and yet further rotated along its longitudinal axis by traction rollers 711 and 712. The carrier web is then drawn between and still further rotated along its longitudinal axis by traction rollers 721 and 722. In this way, the carrier web is turned over so that the subsequent coating and replication on the second side of the carrier web 610 can take place in a similar orientation to the previous coating and replication on the first side of the carrier web 610, with regard to gravity. This subprocess of turning the carrier web 610 over is optional and can be omitted, especially if the viscosity of the resin(s) as coated is high enough to resist deformation.

Still referring to FIG. 6, the second side of carrier web 610 is coated with a second resin having a second viscosity by coater 730. The second resin can be the same as, or different from, the first resin. A second submaster having a
second topography is provided on the surface of drum 740. The second topography is pressed against the first resin as the carrier web 610 is drawn over drum 740, thereby replicating the second topography in the second resin as a second replica surface. The viscosity of the second resin is increased by hardener 750 while the second resin is still in contact with the second topography. Hardener 750 can be a radiation source such as an ultraviolet light, if the second resin is a thermoset, or cooling device such as a convection chiller, if the second resin is a thermoplastic. Drum 740 can also incorporate a chiller and/or a radiation source, if drum 740 is translucent. The second replica surface is then released from the second topography. Postprocessor 760 can be an additional hardener or a surface treatment apparatus such as, for example, a metalization coater. Finally, carrier web 610 is drawn between traction rollers 771 and 772. Thus, a two sided replica can be fabricated by a sequential continuous process.

Referring now to FIG. 7, a schematic elevation view of an apparatus for carrying out a simultaneous two-sided replication is shown. A supply 800 of a carrier web 810 is provided by a roll 820. The carrier web 810 has a first side and a second side. The carrier web 810 is drawn between traction rollers 831 and 832. Although the carrier web 810 can be drawn off roll 820 in any direction, in a preferred embodiment, the carrier web is drawn off in a direction parallel to the gravitational field so that the subsequent dual side coating and replication can take place in the same orientation with the carrier web, with regard to gravity. In a particularly preferred embodiment, the carrier web is drawn approximately vertically downward.

Still referring to FIG. 7, the first side of carrier web 810 is coated with a first resin having a first viscosity by coater 841. Substantially simultaneously, the second side of carrier web 810 can be coated with a second resin having a second viscosity by coater 842. Although coater 841 is depicted as being closer to carrier web 810 than is coater 842, the distance between the coaters and the carrier web 810 can be equal. In a preferred embodiment, the distance between the coaters and the carrier web 810 is completely independently adjustable so that maximum configuration flexibility is provided. Independent adjustability of the coaters can be particularly advantageous when the first and second resins are different and/or
the first and second topographies are different. A first submaster having a first topography is provided on the surface of drum 851. A second submaster having a second topography is provided on the surface of drum 852. The first topography is pressed against the first resin as the carrier web 810 is drawn over drum 851, thereby replicating the first topography in the first resin as a first replica surface. Substantially simultaneously, the second topography is pressed against the second resin as the carrier web 810 is drawn over drum 852, thereby replicating the second topography in the second resin as a second replica surface.

The viscosity of the first resin is increased by hardener 855 while the first resin is still in contact with the first topography. Hardener 855 can be a radiation source such as an ultraviolet light, if the first resin is a thermoset, or a cooling device such as a convection chiller, if the first resin is a thermoplastic. The hardener 855 can be located inside drum 851, if drum 851 is translucent. In this case, the drum 851 can also be provided with a shield 857 so as to prevent the first resin from becoming hardened before the replication occurs. Shield 857 can be an opaque screen or a crossed polarizer. Substantially simultaneously, the viscosity of the second resin can be increased by hardener 856 while the second resin is still in contact with the second topography. Hardener 856 can be a radiation source such as an ultraviolet light, if the second resin is a thermoset, or a cooling device such as a convection chiller, if the second resin is a thermoplastic. The hardener 856 can be located inside drum 852, if drum 852 is translucent. In this case, the drum 852 can also be provided with a shield 858 so as to prevent the second resin from becoming hardened before the replication occurs. Shield 858 can be an opaque screen or a crossed polarizer.

Still referring to FIG. 7, the first replica surface is then released from the first topography. Substantially simultaneously, the second replica surface is released from the second topography. Postprocessor 861 can be an additional hardener or a surface treatment apparatus such as, for example, a metalization coater. Similarly, postprocessor 862 can be an additional hardener or a surface treatment apparatus such as, for example, a metalization coater. Although the distance between post processor 861 and carrier web 810 is depicted as being less than the distance between post processor 862 and carrier web 810, these distances
can be identical. In a preferred embodiment, the distance between the coaters and the carrier web is completely independently adjustable. Such independent adjustability can provide an advantage when the post processing to be conducted to the first and second resins differs. The carrier web 810 is then drawn off between traction rollers 871 and 872.

The particular manufacturing process used for replicating the surface topography should be reliable and predictable. Conveniently, the replication of the present invention can be carried out by using any impressing method. It is preferred that the process be pressing. For the manufacturing operation, it is moreover an advantage to employ a rolling method.

However, the particular manufacturing process is not essential to the present invention as long as it provides the described transformation. Normally the manufacturers of this product will select the manufacturing process as a matter of design choice based upon tooling and energy requirements, in view of the expected application requirements of the final product and the demands of the overall manufacturing process.

There are a large number of compositions that can be used to prepare submasters and/or finished products, (i.e., replicas), according to the invention. Functionally, these compositions can be categorized as submaster compositions or replica (work piece) compositions. From a performance perspective, each of these categories can be further subdivided based on the depth of the topography that is to be rendered.

A preferred embodiment of a submaster composition for a large scale topography, such as, for example, a prism array includes: 1) a mixture including an acrylated aliphatic urethane oligomer/monomer blend and a tripropylene glycol diacrylate; 2) an isobornyl acrylate; 3) an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish; 4) a surfactant; and 5) a photoinitiator. The mixture can be Ebecryl 4883 which is available from the UCB Chemicals Corp of Smyrna, Georgia and compose approximately 43 wt. % of the submaster composition. The isobornyl acrylate can be 2-Propenoic acid,1,7,7,-trimethylbicyclo[2.2.1]hept-2-yl, (i.e., CAS 5888-33-5, aka IBOA Monomer which is available from the UCB Chemicals Corp. of Smyrna, Georgia), and compose approximately 22 wt. % of the submaster
composition. The wt.% combination of the mixture and the isobornyl acrylate can be critical to achieving unexpectedly good results such as geometrical stability of the replicated topography despite a large dimensional scale of replicated features. The ultraviolet polymerizing varnish can be a flexo overprint varnish such as a mixture of a fluoro alkyl ester and an acrylated epoxy, for example, 25-UVF-1 which is available from the EPIC Printing Ink Corporation of Pomona, California and compose approximately 27 wt.% of the submaster composition. The surfactant can be a SILWET surfactant such as, for example, polyalkylene oxide-modified polydimethylsiloxane, (i.e., CAS 68938-54-5, aka L7602) and compose approximately 7 wt.% of the submaster composition. The wt.% combination of the ultraviolet polymerizing varnish and the surfactant can be critical to achieving unexpectedly good results such as resistance to yellowing. The photoinitiator can be 2-Hydroxy-2-methyl-1-phenyl-propan-1-one (aka Darocur 1173 which is available from the UCB Chemicals Corp.) and compose from approximately 0.5 wt.% to approximately 3 wt.%, preferably approximately 1 wt.%, of the submaster composition. Too much photoinitiator can cause cracking.

A preferred embodiment of a replica (work piece, or shippable product) composition for a large scale topography, such as, for example, a prism array includes: 1) a mixture including an acrylated aliphatic urethane oligomer/monomer blend and a tripropylene glycol diacylate; 2) an isobornyl acrylate; 3) a β-Carboxyethyl acrylate; 4) a photoinitiator; and 5) an N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone. The mixture can be Ebecryl 4883 and compose approximately 62 wt.% of the replica composition. The isobornyl acrylate can be 2-Propenoic acid,1,7,7,-trimethylbicyclo[2.2.1]hept-2-yl and compose approximately 14 wt.% of the replica composition. The wt.% combination of the mixture and the isobornyl acrylate can be critical to achieving unexpectedly good results such as stability of the replicated topography despite a large dimensional scale. The β-Carboxyethyl acrylate can be 2-Propenoic acid, 2-carboxyethyl ester, (i.e., CAS 24615-84-7 which is available from the UCB Chemicals Corp.) and compose from approximately 12 wt.% to approximately 25 wt.%, preferably approximately 18 wt.% of the replica composition. The wt.% of the β-Carboxyethyl acrylate can be critical to achieving unexpectedly good results such as maximum adhesion with
minimum yellowing. Maximum adhesion can provide a copy protection feature that makes it more difficult to obtain a copy of the replica from the replica. The photoinitiator can be 2-Hydroxy-2-methyl-1-phenyl-propan-1-one and compose from approximately 0.5 wt.% to approximately 3 wt.%, preferably approximately 1 wt.%, of the replica composition. The N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone can compose approximately 5 wt.% of the replica composition. The wt.% of the N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone can be critical to achieving unexpectedly good results such as enhanced adhesion to a polyester carrier web so as to inhibit delamination.

A preferred embodiment of a submaster composition for a small scale topography, such as, for example, a surface diffuser includes: an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish and a surfactant. The ultraviolet polymerizing varnish can be a flexo overprint varnish, such as a mixture of a fluoro alkyl ester and an acrylated epoxy (e.g., 25-UVF-1) and compose from approximately 93 wt.% to approximately 96 wt.%, preferably approximately 95 wt.%, of the submaster composition. The surfactant can be a polyalkylene oxide-modified polydimethylsiloxane such as L7602 and compose from approximately 4 wt.% to approximately 7 wt.%, preferably approximately 5 wt.%, of the submaster composition. Using a silicone containing surfactant can be critical to achieving unexpectedly good results because the silicone floats while curing the submaster, thereby providing a surface segregation that facilitates the release of a replica from the submaster, especially for the replication of high aspect ratio replicas.

A preferred embodiment of a replica (shippable product) composition for a small scale topography, such as, for example, a surface diffuser is GAFGARD 233 which is a mixture of pentaerythritol triacrylate (PETA) and vinylpyrrolidone that is available from the GAF Corporation of Wayne, New Jersey. Another preferred embodiment of a replica composition for a small scale topography, such as, for example, a surface diffuser is 119511 Epic which is available from the EPIC Printing Ink Corporation of Pomona, California.

The particular material used for the resin layer should be capable of stabilizing a high resolution surface topography. Conveniently, the resin layer of the present invention can be made of any plastic material. It is preferred that the
material be an ultraviolet curing polymer resin. For the manufacturing operation, it is moreover an advantage to employ a polymethylmethacrylate material.

However, the particular material selected is not essential to the present invention, so long as it provides the described function. Normally, the manufacturers of this product will select the best commercially available material as a matter of design choice based upon the economics of cost and availability, in view of the expected application requirements of the final product and the demands of the overall manufacturing process.

Preferred embodiments of the present invention can be identified one at a time by testing for the presence of accurate and precise replication. The test for the presence of accurate and precise replication can be carried out without undue experimentation by the use of simple and conventional profile metering instrumentation. Among the other ways in which to seek embodiments having the attribute of accurate and precise replication guidance toward the next preferred embodiment can be based on the presence of easy, clean and complete submaster release.

A practical application of the present invention which has value within the technological arts is transferring a surface topography, such as, for example, a collimating array of microprisms, a surface diffuser, or even a diffraction grating. Further, all the disclosed embodiments of the present invention are useful in conjunction with transferring surface topography patterns such as are used for the purpose of decoration, or the like. There are virtually innumerable uses for the present invention described herein, all of which need not be detailed here.

The present invention described herein provides substantially improved results that are unexpected. The present invention described herein can be practiced without undue experimentation. The entirety of everything cited above or below is hereby expressly incorporated by reference.

Although the best mode contemplated by the inventors of carrying out the present invention is disclosed above, practice of the present invention is not limited thereto. It will be manifest that various additions, modifications and rearrangements of the features of the present invention may be made without deviating from the spirit and scope of the underlying inventive concept.
For example, the process could be enhanced by providing a multi-layer resin layer. Similarly, although a supply roll of carrier material is preferred, any supply of carrier material could be used in its place. In addition, the individual components need not be fabricated from the disclosed materials, but could be fabricated from virtually any suitable materials.

Moreover, the individual components need not be formed in the disclosed shapes, or assembled in the disclosed configuration, but could be provided in virtually any shape, and assembled in virtually any configuration, which replicate a surface topography so as to provide a useful product. Further, although the assembly shown in FIG. 1F is described herein as physically separate module, it will be manifest that the assembly may be integrated into the apparatus with which it is associated. Furthermore, all the disclosed features of each disclosed embodiment can be combined with, or substituted for, the disclosed features of every other disclosed embodiment except where such features are mutually exclusive.

It is intended that the appended claims cover all such additions, modifications and rearrangements. Expedient embodiments of the present invention are differentiated by the appended subclaims.

REFERENCES


What is claimed is:

1. A method, comprising:
   providing a compression mold with a mold space having a first topography;
   charging said mold space with a first resin having a first viscosity;
   applying pressure to said first resin so as to fill said first topography with said first resin;
   increasing said first viscosity of said first resin; and
   removing said first resin from said mold space.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   providing a submaster having a second topography;
   coating said first resin with a layer of a second resin having a) a second viscosity and b) a surface;
   pressing said second topography against said surface;
   replicating said second topography in said surface as a replica surface;
   increasing said second viscosity of said second resin; and
   releasing said replica surface from said second topography.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein applying pressure includes applying pressure with a pressing tool having a second topography with said first resin.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein said compression mold is provided from a batch recipe that includes:
   a mixture including
   an acrylated aliphatic urethane oligomer/monomer blend and
   a tripropylene glycol diacrylate;
   an isobornyl acrylate;
   an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish;
   a surfactant; and
   a photoinitiator.
5. The method of claim 1, wherein said compression mold is provided from a batch recipe that includes:
   an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish; and
   a surfactant.

6. The method of claim 2, wherein said submaster is provided from a batch recipe that includes:
   a mixture including
   an acrylated aliphatic urethane oligomer/monomer blend and
   a tripropylene glycol diacrylate;
   an isobornyl acrylate;
   an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish;
   a surfactant; and
   a photoinitiator.

7. The method of claim 2, wherein said submaster is provided by coating a first layer including an aluminum alloy on a polycarbonate material; electrodепositing a second layer including nickel on said first layer; heating said polycarbonate, said first layer and said second layer and removing said first layer from said polycarbonate.

8. A method, comprising:
   providing a first submaster having a first topography;
   providing a carrier having a first side and a second side;
   coating said first side with a first resin having a first viscosity;
   pressing said first topography against said first resin;
   replicating said first topography in said first resin as a first replica surface;
   increasing said first viscosity;
   releasing said first replica surface from said first topography;
   providing a second submaster having a second topography;
   coating said second side with a second resin having a second viscosity;
   pressing said second topography against said second resin;
replicating said second topography in said second resin as a second replica surface;

increasing said second viscosity; and

releasing said second replica surface from said second topography.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein at least one member selected from said group consisting of said first submaster and said second submaster is provided from a batch recipe that includes:

a mixture including

an acrylated aliphatic urethane oligomer/monomer blend and

a tripropylene glycol diacrylate;

an isobornyl acrylate;

an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish;

a surfactant; and

a photoinitiator.

10. The method of claim 8, wherein at least one member selected from said group consisting of said first submaster and said second submaster is provided from a batch recipe that includes:

an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish; and

a surfactant.

11. A method, comprising:

providing a first submaster having a first topography;

providing a second submaster having a second topography;

providing a carrier having a first side and a second side;

coating said first side with a first resin having a first viscosity;

coating said second side with a second resin having a second viscosity; then

pressing said first topography against said first resin;

replicating said first topography in said first resin as a first replica surface;
increasing said first viscosity; and
releasing said first replica surface from said first topography;
and substantially simultaneously
pressing said second topography against said second resin;
replicating said second topography in said second resin as a second
replica surface;
increasing said second viscosity; and
releasing said second replica surface from said second topography.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein at least one member selected from the
group consisting of said first submaster and said second submaster is provided
from a batch recipe that includes:
a mixture including
an acrylated aliphatic urethane oligomer/monomer blend and
a tripropylene glycol diacrylate;
an isobornyl acrylate;
an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish;
a surfactant; and
a photoinitiator.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein at least one member selected from the
group consisting of said first submaster and said second submaster is provided
from a batch recipe that includes:
an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish; and
a surfactant.

14. A composition, comprising:
a mixture including
an acrylated aliphatic urethane oligomer/monomer blend and
a tripropylene glycol diacrylate;
an isobornyl acrylate;
an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish;
a surfactant; and
a photoinitiator.

15. The composition of claim 14, wherein said isobornyl acrylate includes 2-
Propenoic acid,1,7,7,-trimethylbicyclo[2.2.1]hept-2-yl

16. The composition of claim 14, wherein said ultraviolet polymerizing varnish
includes
a fluoro alkyl ester and
an acrylated epoxy;

17. The composition of claim 14, wherein said surfactant includes polyalkylene
oxide-modified polydimethylsiloxane

18. The composition of claim 14, wherein said photoinitiator includes 2-
Hydroxy-2-methyl-1-phenyl-propan-1-one.

19. The composition of claim 14, wherein said composition includes from
approximately 0.5 wt. % to approximately 3.0 wt. % of said photoinitiator.

20. The composition of claim 19, wherein said composition includes
approximately 43 wt. % of said mixture, approximately 22% of said isobornyl
acrylate, approximately 27% of said ultraviolet polymerizing varnish,
approximately 7 wt. % of said surfactant and approximately 1% wt. % of said
photoinitiator.

21. A composition, comprising:
a mixture including
an acrylated aliphatic urethane oligomer/monomer blend and
a tripropylene glycol diacrylate;
an isobornyl acrylate;
a $\beta$-Carboxyethyl acrylate;
a photoinitiator; and
an N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone.

22. The composition of claim 21, wherein said isobornyl acrylate includes 2-Propenoic acid,1,7,7,-trimethylbicyclo[2.2.1]hept-2-yl.

23. The composition of claim 21, wherein said β-Carboxyethyl acrylate includes 2-Propenoic acid, 2-carboxyethyl ester.

24. The composition of claim 21, wherein said photoinitiator includes 2-Hydroxy-2-methyl-1-phenyl-propan-1-one.

25. The composition of claim 21, wherein said composition includes from approximately 12 wt.% to approximately 25 wt.% of said β-Carboxyethyl acrylate and from approximately 0.5 wt.% to approximately 3 wt.% of said photoinitiator.

26. The composition of claim 21, wherein said composition includes approximately 62 wt.% of said mixture, approximately 14 wt.% of said isobornyl acrylate, approximately 18 wt.% of said β-Carboxyethyl acrylate, approximately 1 wt.% of said photoinitiator and approximately 5 wt.% of said N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone.

27. A composition, comprising:
an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish; and
a surfactant.

28. The composition of claim 27, wherein said ultraviolet polymerizing varnish includes
a fluoro alkyl ester and
an acrylated epoxy.
29. The composition of claim 27, wherein said surfactant includes a silicone moiety.

30. The composition of claim 29, wherein said surfactant includes a polyalkylene oxide-modified polydimethylsiloxane.

31. The composition of claim 27, wherein said composition includes from approximately 93 wt.% to approximately 96 wt.% of said ultraviolet polymerizing varnish and from approximately 4 wt.% to approximately 7 wt.% of said surfactant.

32. The composition of claim 31, wherein said composition includes approximately 95 wt.% of said ultraviolet polymerizing varnish and approximately 5 wt.% of said surfactant.
AMENDED CLAIMS

[received by the International Bureau on 14 July 1998 (14.07.98);
original claims 1-32 replaced by amended claims 1-32 (8 pages)]

1. A method of forming an optical element, the method comprising:
   providing a compression mold with a mold space having a first topography;
   charging said mold space with a first resin having a first viscosity from a
   resin source;
   applying pressure to said first resin so as to fill said first topography with
   said first resin;
   increasing said first viscosity of said first resin by application of energy to
   said first resin from a hardener device; and
   releasing said first resin from said mold space.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   providing a submaster having a second topography;
   coating said first resin with a layer of a second resin having a) a second
   viscosity and b) a surface;
   pressing said second topography against said surface with a pressing tool;
   replicating said second topography in said surface as a replica surface;
   increasing said second viscosity of said second resin by application of
   energy to said second resin form a hardener device; and
   releasing said replica surface from said second topography.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein applying pressure includes applying
   pressure with a pressing tool having a second topography so as to fill said second
   topography with said first resin.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein said compression mold is provided from a
   batch recipe that includes:
   a mixture including
   an acrylated aliphatic urethane oligomer/monomer blend and
   a tripropylene glycol diacrylate;
   an isobornyl acrylate;
an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish;
a surfactant; and
a photoinitiator.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein said compression mold is provided from a batch recipe that includes:
an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish; and
a surfactant.

6. The method of claim 2, wherein said submaster is provided from a batch recipe that includes:
a mixture including
   an acrylated aliphatic urethane oligomer/monomer blend and
   a tripropylene glycol diacrylate;
an isobornyl acrylate;
an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish;
a surfactant; and
a photoinitiator.

7. The method of claim 2, wherein said submaster is provided by coating a first layer including an aluminum alloy on a polycarbonate material;
electrodepositing a second layer including nickel on said first layer; heating said polycarbonate, said first layer and said second layer and removing said first layer from said polycarbonate.
8. A method of forming an optical element, the method comprising:
providing a first submaster having a first topography;
providing a carrier having a first side and a second side;
coating said first side with a first resin having a first viscosity;
pressing said first topography against said first resin;
replicating said first topography in said first resin as a first replica surface;
increasing said first viscosity by application of energy to said first resin
from a hardener device;
releasing said first replica surface from said first topography;
providing a second submaster having a second topography;
coating said second side with a second resin having a second viscosity;
pressing said second topography against said second resin;
replicating said second topography in said second resin as a second replica
surface;
increasing said second viscosity by application of energy to said second resin from a hardener device; and
releasing said second replica surface from said second topography.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein at least one member selected from said group consisting of said first submaster and said second submaster is provided from a batch recipe that includes:
a mixture including
   an acrylated aliphatic urethane oligomer/monomer blend and
   a tripropylene glycol diacrylate;
an isobornyl acrylate;
an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish;
a surfactant; and
a photoinitiator.
10. The method of claim 8, wherein at least one member selected from said group consisting of said first submaster and said second submaster is provided from a batch recipe that includes:

   an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish; and

   a surfactant.

11. A method of forming an optical element, the method comprising:

   providing a first submaster having a first topography;

   providing a second submaster having a second topography;

   providing a carrier having a first side and a second side;

   coating said first side with a first resin having a first viscosity;

   coating said second side with a second resin having a second viscosity;

   then

   pressing said first topography against said first resin;

   replicating said first topography in said first resin as a first replica surface;

   increasing said first viscosity by application of energy to said first resin from a hardener device; and

   releasing said first replica surface from said first topography;

   and substantially simultaneously

   pressing said second topography against said second resin;

   replicating said second topography in said second resin as a second replica surface;

   increasing said second viscosity by application of energy to said first resin from a hardener device; and

   releasing said second replica surface from said second topography.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein at least one member selected from the group consisting of said first submaster and said second submaster is provided from a batch recipe that includes:

   a mixture including
an acrylated aliphatic urethane oligomer/monomer blend and
a tripropylene glycol diacrylate;
an isobornyl acrylate;
an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish;
a surfactant; and
a photoinitiator.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein at least one member selected from the
group consisting of said first submaster and said second submaster is provided
from a batch recipe that includes:
an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish; and
a surfactant.

14. The method of claim 9, wherein said isobornyl acrylate includes 2-
Propenoic acid,1,7,7,-trimethylbicyclo[2.2.1]hept-2-yl.

15. The method of claim 9, wherein said ultraviolet polymerizing varnish
includes
a fluoro alkyl ester; and
an acrylated epoxy.

16. The method of claim 9, wherein said surfactant includes polyalkylene
oxide-modified polydimethylsiloxane.

17. The method of claim 9, wherein said photoinitiator includes 2-Hydroxy-2-
methyl-1-phenyl-propan-1-one.

18. The method of claim 9, wherein said composition includes from
approximately 0.5 wt.% to approximately 3.0 wt.% of said photoinitiator.
19. The method of claim 18, wherein said composition includes approximately 43 wt.% of said mixture, approximately 22% of said isobornyl acrylate, approximately 27% of said ultraviolet polymerizing varnish, approximately 7 wt.% of said surfactant and approximately 1% wt.% of said photoinitiator.

20. The method of claim 8, wherein at least one member selected from said group consisting of said first submaster and said second submaster is provided from a batch recipe that includes:

- a mixture including
  - an acrylated aliphatic urethane oligomer/monomer blend and
  - a tripropylene glycol diacrylate;
- an isobornyl acrylate;
- a β-Carboxyethyl acrylate;
- a photoinitiator; and
- an N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone.

21. The method of claim 20, wherein said isobornyl acrylate includes 2-Propenoic acid, 1,7,7,7,-trimethylbicyclo[2.2.1]hept-2-yl.

22. The method of claim 20, wherein said β-Carboxyethyl acrylate includes 2-Propenoic acid, 2-carboxyethyl ester.

23. The method of claim 20, wherein said photoinitiator includes 2-Hydroxy-2-methyl-1-phenyl-propan-1-one.

24. The method of claim 20, wherein said composition includes from approximately 12 wt.% to approximately 25 wt.% of said β-Carboxyethyl acrylate and from approximately 0.5 wt.% to approximately 3 wt.% of said photoinitiator.

25. The method of claim 20, wherein said composition includes approximately 62 wt.% of said mixture, approximately 14 wt.% of said isobornyl acrylate,
approximately 18 wt.% of said \(\beta\)-Carboxyethyl acrylate, approximately 1 wt.% of said photoinitiator and approximately 5 wt.% of said N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone.

26. The method of claim 8, wherein at least one member selected from said group consisting of said first submaster and said second submaster is provided from a batch recipe that includes:

an ultraviolet polymerizing varnish; and

a surfactant.

27. The method of claim 26, wherein said ultraviolet polymerizing varnish includes

a fluoro alkyl ester and

an acrylated epoxy.

28. The method of claim 26, wherein said surfactant includes a silicone moiety.

29. The method of claim 28, wherein said surfactant includes a polyalkylene oxide-modified polydimethylsiloxane.

30. The method of claim 26, wherein said composition includes from approximately 93 wt.% to approximately 96 wt.% of said ultraviolet polymerizing varnish and from approximately 4 wt.% to approximately 7 wt.% of said surfactant.

31. The method of claim 30, wherein said composition includes approximately 95 wt.% of said ultraviolet polymerizing varnish and approximately 5 wt.% of said surfactant.
32. A method of forming an optical element, the method comprising:
   providing a compression mold with a mold space having a first topography;
   charging said mold space with a first resin having a first viscosity from a
   resin source;
   applying pressure to said first resin by applying pressure with a pressing
   tool having a second topography so as to fill said first topography and said second
   topography with said first resin;
   increasing said first viscosity of said first resin by application of energy to
   said first resin from a hardner device; and
   releasing said first resin from said mold space.
Statement Under Article 19

Claims 1-32 have been replaced by substitute claims 1-32 according to the following remarks.

The Examination Report indicates that the pending claims 1-32 do not meet the inventive step requirement in view of U.S. Patent No. 5,212,271 issued to Beckett et al., U.S. Patent No. 4,637,904 issued to Rounds, U.S. Patent No. 4,976,897 issued to Callahan et al., and U.S. Patent No. 5,735,988 issued to Chau et al.

Independent claims 1, 8, and 11 have been amended herein merely to correct non-substantive terminology within the claims noted during examination of the corresponding
United States patent application. Similarly, claims 2 and 7 have also been amended herein to correct non-substantive terminology for the same reasons. Claim 14 has been canceled by the present amended claims and claims 15-32 have been rewritten as claims 14-31. These claims essentially mirror the terminology of the replaced composition claims 15-32 but have been amended to depend as further limitations to one or more of the independent method claims 1, 8 or 11. Claim 32 is new and merely combines the elements of original claims 1 and 3.

Each of the independent claims 1, 8 and 11 is patentably distinguishable and meets the inventive step requirement in view of the cited references. Chau et al. discloses a process for making a collimated backlight for a liquid crystal display having optical embedded elements and surface topography in only one side of the backlight. Additionally, Chau discloses a particular method of forming the collimated backlight using a rotary drum. Independent claim 1 is directed to a process of compression molding a surface topography in one surface of a resin material charged into a mold space of a compression mold. No such disclosure is provided within Chau et al.

Rounds discloses a process for forming a polymeric layer on a substrate whereby the substrate itself is placed within a mold and then a layer of polymeric material is molded around the substrate. The present invention is directed to the process of molding a solid integral body of resin material which includes a surface topography including optical elements integral therewith. No surface interface or separation between layers is present or possible, as is inherent in Rounds, because the invention produces only one layer of material. These differences are essential for forming optical elements and therefore independent claim 1 meets the inventive step requirement in view of Rounds. Beckett et al. and Callahan et al. merely disclose particular compositions of materials which may be exposed to ultraviolet energy in order to cure the material. These references provide no further teaching which would negate the inventive step met by independent claim 1 of producing an optical element by compression molding the optical element in a mold space having a surface topography.
Independent claims 8 and 11 are directed to a particular process of forming a two-sided optical element which is also not disclosed by any of the references. Specifically, claim 8 discloses producing an optical element by first forming a first topography on one side of the submaster and then subsequently forming a second surface topography on the other side of a submaster. Claim 11 is directed to simultaneously forming a surface topography on each side of a submaster. Chau et al. only discloses forming a one-sided optical element. Neither Rounds, Beckett et al. or Callahan et al. disclose any such process for forming an optical element having such a two-sided construction. Therefore the independent claims of the attached substitute sheets meet the inventive step in view of the cited references. Additionally, the dependent claims which depend from one or more of the independent claims also meet the inventive step requirement.

All of the claims are now believed to be novel and to present an inventive step. Applicants respectfully request that the substitute claims be re-evaluated for inventive step in view of the above remarks. In the event that the Examiner has any remaining questions, the attending to of which would expedite further prosecution of the application, the Examiner is requested to contact the undersigned at the address and telephone number appearing below.
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